
 

S.No Queries CARE India Response 

1 
kindly allow us to submit our quotes with sample pictures only, 
instead of physical samples 

Picture cannot be considered instead of sample as there are scoring on the 
basis of sample. Kindly submit sample as well. 

2 

For Shelter Kit, Sl No. 2 - Rope - The specification mentioned is 
diameter should be 8 -10 mm ,each bundle weight should be 
 1 Kg and Length required is 10 Metre. 
 

If we provide Rope in 8- 10 mm diameter and length 10 Metre 
then the weight of each bundle will be less than 1 Kg. We request 
you to please reconfirm the weight of each bundle. 

Since the rope’s diameter mentioned is 8-10 mm, the weight can vary in 
between 800-1000gm respectively. 

3 
For Hygiene Kit, Sl No. 11 & 16, whether any photographs are 
available? 

Photos not available of the particular item i.e. washable baby napkin  & 
Draperies. Draperies is a rectangular white cloth piece (120*100cm) 

4 
For Shetler Kit, Hygiene Kit & Dignity Kit, whether HDPE bag or 
Cartoon packing is required ? 

HDPE bag is required with CARE logo 

5 

Could you please specify the quantity required under this contract; 
accordingly we can able to work on the warehouse cost. So the 
warehouse storage cost won’t be higher for small quantity stock.   

Quantity for Warehousing cost 
 

1. New Delhi – 500 kits  
2. Patna – 1000 kits 
3. Bhubaneshwar – 500 kits 
4. Tamil Nadu – 1500 kits 
5. Lucknow – 500 kits 

6 
We already hold the stock of CARE hygiene kit and dignity kit in 
our warehouse with LTA valid till 31st March 2021; do we need to 

New order shall be done only as per future requirement post any 
emergency scenario and CARE India taking a decision to respond, means 



stock again if we get awarded and we don’t get the awarded will 
the stock be taken from our warehouse?  

if an agency gets selected does not mean that just after annual agreement, 
they will get order.  
If current vendor did not get selected, then stock will be moved.  

7 
Expiry of the products mentioned as 80% during packing time; but 
since we stock the goods it will be the same during dispatch of the 
kits during emergency.  

Vendor needs to ensure 80%  self-life of product at the time of kit 
packaging and not at the time of dispatching.  

8 
Regarding samples do you need one pcs in each items or an entire 
kit as per the packing we will be offering. 

Sample of each kit (Shelter, Hygiene & Dignity) needs to submit  
separately on or before RFP date at Noida office.  

9 

Since these kits are being distributed during emergency will it be 
possible to know the IN time and Out time of the kits, so we can 
plan the procurement of the kits so the expiry of the goods can be 
managed.  

Early planning of kits procurement cannot be done. This will be known 
post the emergency and CARE India’s decision to respond. 

10 
The validity of the price? since it’s a LTA we need to know this to 
calculate the pricing accordingly.  

This annual master rate agreement shall be valid for one year and may 
extend based on organization requirement and mutual consent.  

   


